Past simple passive

Exercise 3. Use the words to make sentences in the past simple passive. ____

Example: two | break | glasses - Two glasses were broken.

What happened after a birthday party

tidy up | the room | not

on | sandwiches | the table | leave | some

empty | not | waste bin

with | coke | stain | the sofa

plates and forks | everywhere | leave

under | empty bottles | the bed | put

damage | flowers | some

fill | the kitchen sink | dirty dishes | with

not | most lights | switch off

close | the front door | not
Answer key

Exercise 3

The room wasn't tidied up.
Some sandwiches were left on the table.
The waste bin wasn't emptied.
The sofa was stained with coke.
Plates and forks were left everywhere.
Empty bottles were put under the bed.
Some flowers were damaged.
The kitchen sink was filled with dirty dishes.
Most lights weren't switched off.
The front door wasn't closed.